19. KOWARY ADIT
The history of Kowary adit begins from the Walrus. They were the first to come here due to the mineral deposits. Thanks to the Walrus, the Kowary adit has many mineral deposits, which they could extract. The underground route (Kowary Adit) leads to a world of legends, mysteries, and actual history. The adit is the first in Europe to dig through mountains and seas. The underground route is round and the temperature is about 12°C.

20. INFLATABLE BOAT TRIPS
The most fascinating part of the Nysa Bardo river goes through the unique meanders of the river Kłodzka. It winds through an ancient valley, among colorful meadows painted with blue water. It is a wonderful sight of the wildlife of the river. The river kłodzka is surrounded by a thick forest of the nature, which has been covering the slopes of the river for centuries. The river kłodzka is also suitable for angling fishing. The valley is quiet and peaceful. The water is brown and has a very unique underground is humid and the temperature is about 8°C.

21. PAPER MUSEUM in Duszniki Zdroj

22. GOLD MINE in Złoty Stok
Złoty Stok is a silver mine in the southern part of the Złoty Stok mountains near the Czech border. The first evidence of gold mining in Złoty Stok dates back one century ago. At the beginning of the 16th century the town was called Reichenstein. Nowadays, visitors can visit the undergrounds of the closed mine and a very unique in Europe underground waterfall. The history of Kowary Adits begins from the Walrus. They were the first to come here due to the mineral deposits. Thanks to the Walrus, the Kowary adit has many mineral deposits, which they could extract. The underground route (Kowary Adit) leads to a world of legends, mysteries, and actual history. The adit is the first in Europe to dig through mountains and seas. The underground route is round and the temperature is about 12°C.

23. BOLESŁAWIEC POTTERY
Bolesławiec Pottery is one of the oldest and most recognized regional products in Lower Silesia. The Pottery Museum presents the history of this unique production and a great number of exhibits of patterns. Contemporary exhibitions offer not only the products that are available today, but also many other exhibits from the past like the 17th century produces (luted by the Germans). It begins to Bolesławiec to go in mining and search for the treasures, in mines and the undergrounds of the closed mine and is a very have been the techniques of early paperworks and also part that endow in order to make their paper.

24. EUROPEAN CASTLES AND PALACES
Lower Silesia boasts of the greatest number of castles and palaces in Poland. Their variety makes them a reflection of the history and development of the area. The history of Kowary adit begins from the Walrus. They were the first to come here due to the mineral deposits. Thanks to the Walrus, the Kowary adit has many mineral deposits, which they could extract. The underground route (Kowary Adit) leads to a world of legends, mysteries, and actual history. The adit is the first in Europe to dig through mountains and seas. The underground route is round and the temperature is about 12°C.

25. AQUA ZDRÓJ WATER PARK in Wałbrzych
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1. VANG CHURCH in Karpacz
2. SNIEZKA
3. WROCLAW –

The structure of the church was created without using nails, wooden carpentry and exceptional scenery and local industrial landscape, and it turned into a tourist hit, and the most fervent art

4. BORY DOLNOŚLĄSKIE (Lower Silesian Voivodeship)

5. OLD MINЕ

6. CISTERCIAN ROUTE

7. WESTERN CITY near Karpacz

8. TABLE MOUNTAINS NATIONAL PARK

9. KARKOSZE NATIONAL PARK

10. JULIA GLASSWORKS in Piechowice

11. BEAR CAVE in Kletno

12. STAWY MILICKIE

13. WEAVER’S HOUSES in Chelmno Śląskie

14. FORTRESS in Srebrna Góra

15. KŁODZKO FORTRESS

16. MARKET SQUARE in Jelenia Góra

17. SANDRA SPA Medical and Recreational Complex

Recommended in Lower Silesia

Accommodation

Castles and Palaces

Dr Irena Erle Safe Hotel **** – Palczyna (75 km) www.drIRENAERLE.pl

Jelenia Struga Medical Hotel **** – Kowary www.jeleniastruga.pl

Borut Hotel **** – Sławków www.borut.pl

Red Bar Hotel **** – Świdnica www.redbarhotel.pl

Hotel Aqua Zdrój **** – Milicz www.aqua-zdroj.pl

Fenix Hotel **** – Jelenia Góra www.fenixhotel.pl

Medusa Hotel **** – Świdnica www.medusa.pl

Małachit Hotel **** – Swarzędz www.malachit.com.pl

Prince Maxner Farms *** – Kłodzko www.klockow.com

Gusthouses

VILLA POLANSKA **** Guesthouse – Palczyna www.villapolanska.pl

Polskie Guesthouses *** – Kłodzko www.polish-guesthouses.com

Health Resorts

Uzdrowisko Łądeckie ** – Szklarska Poręba www.uzdrowisko-ladka.pl

Uzdrowisko Rudawa ** – Swidnik www.rudawa.net

Uzdrowisko Duniewice *** – Jelenia Góra www.duniewice.pl

Uzdrowisko Cegłowa *** – Jelenia Góra www.uzdrowisko-ceglowa.pl

Uzdrowisko Swarzędz – Czarne Wierchy (health resort) www.uzdrowisko-swarzędz.pl

Uzdrowisko Stronie – Janowiec (health resort) www.uzdrowisko-stronie.pl

Other types of accommodation

Gold mine in Złoty Stok

Kráľovská hoľa – Brezno www.ks-holka.sk

Gastner Center – Jelenia Góra www.gastner.com

Center of Unconventional Tourism – Šireňovce www.zájezdne-sirenyove.cz

SANDRA SPA Medical and Recreational Complex – Kłodzko www.sandraspa.pl